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Foreword
The concept of not working in a typical office setting
is not a new phenomenon. Concepts such as video
conferencing and teleworking have been around since
the early 2000s. Several industries, in particular the arts
and creative industries, have also operated on a gig or
freelance basis for some time.
However, the development of ever-improving
communication technologies has facilitated the
creation of digital workspaces and platforms. With
governments imposing movement controls in a bid to
rein in COVID-19 infections, digital workspaces and
platforms have become popular with workers globally,
accelerating the shift to new working modes like the
gig economy, digital worker, and remote working.
Much attention has been given recently to examining
the economic and social impact of the gig economy,
platforms, and digital workspaces. While many
commentaries highlight the benefits of non-traditional
employment, others have been more alarmist, as
leaders and experts try to grapple with a phenomenon
that some neither understand very well nor were fully
prepared for. This new mode of working even became
a subject during Prime Minister Lee Hsien Loong’s
2021 National Day Rally.

Digital workspaces
and platforms have
become popular
with workers globally,
accelerating the shift
to new working modes
like the gig economy,
digital worker, and
remote working.

However, often missing in the public conversation is
the voice of the growing fleet of gig workers on the
frontlines, such as the delivery riders who physically
conduct the deliveries. While a recent study carried
out by the Institute of Policy Studies (IPS) does tackle
the topic, it focused predominantly on private-hire car
drivers rather than exploring delivery riders’ attitudes
towards many of the issues currently being hotly
debated publicly.
Blackbox community polling regularly scrutinizes
sentiment towards the major topics of the day and the
platform economy is no exception. With policymakers
and academics now weighing in on the pros and cons
of the gig economy, we thought it would be useful to
survey those on the frontline - the delivery riders - to
better understand their own perspectives and how
these might help shape the current debate.
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Executive Summary
With the gig economy becoming
ever more prominent amongst
policymakers and consumers
alike, it is vital that all stakeholder
perspectives are given weight to
ensure decisions made today are
the right ones for the future.
Our study of delivery riders in
Singapore reveals a community
that, in many respects, seems at
odds with the picture sometimes
being portrayed in the local and
international media.
Delivery riders carry a strong sense
of agency and an overwhelming
desire for control, which they feel
this work can offer them.
Delivery riders are also a varied
group. It is neither possible nor
sensible to caricature them as
simply one thing. While primarily
male, the social classification and
age of riders appear diversified as
do their motivations for taking up
this work.
As data from elsewhere in the world
has consistently shown, delivery
riders in Singapore also enjoy the
autonomy and control this work

can offer, particularly compared to
traditional lower paid jobs in the
market—many of which cannot be
filled at present.
Furthermore, riders feel that the
work offers them more flexibility
and financial reassurance, which
have been especially vital through
the last two years of the pandemic.
However, riders often express
disappointment (if not anger) at how
their role is typically represented in
the public realm. The work can be
challenging, requires greater skill
than many give it credit for, and is
often ridiculed despite its growing
importance to the entire community.
Indeed, this misrepresentation is
cited by most riders as a much
greater challenge than the nature
of the work itself. Even though many
experts appear more than willing
to offer an opinion on what delivery
work is like, the truth is very few
riders have been asked to share
their opinions on how the industry
should be structured in the future.
But most agree – the experts often
get it wrong.

Delivery riders carry a

Strong Sense
of Agency

Skilled
Workers
Riders’ work can be
challenging and
requires greater skill
than many give it
credit for.
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The study also reveals that most
riders already enjoy insurance
coverage - it is typically offered by
all the key platforms and most riders
also personally invest in their own
accident protections. Both the riders
and platforms understand and are
aware of the risks.

delivery work. Crucially, many of
the issues that do arise day to day
need to be addressed in real time,
and don’t necessarily match with
the services typically undertaken by
traditional union organisations that
are arguably better suited to a predigital era.

Furthermore, riders are neither
ambivalent nor resigned to any
notion of professional stagnation.
A majority are keen to upskill,
and many are already taking up
career development opportunities
that are increasingly available in
the market. Again, the platforms
themselves are also providing riders
with opportunities, often out of
competitive necessity.

Overall, our study of delivery
riders reveals a more complex and
nuanced picture than is sometimes
reflected by outside commentators.
The findings suggest that the riders
themselves deserve to be given
a greater voice in how the sector
should evolve. The findings also
show that riders are neither passive
nor ignorant about the issues being
debated and their impact. Rider
perspectives are both valuable and
insightful with respect to changes to
the modern working environment
that are emerging globally.

Riders also have much to say about
other policy issues being discussed
in this area, including Central
Provident Fund (CPF) contributions
and collective representation. While
more than half of those we surveyed
are already contributing to their CPF
Medisave account, most riders are
unenthused about contributing to
CPF for a variety of reasons. Most
feel that any policy or regulatory
change that forces them to make
compulsory CPF contributions will
simply result in a net loss for them
personally. They feel they will lose
many of the benefits they now enjoy.
As to the issue of more formal
collective representation being
introduced, many delivery riders
question the need to join a
traditional union or are simply
uninterested. For starters, it will
cost them, they are unsure what
the real benefits are and there
are channels that already exist for
handling issues that are specific to

We no longer live in a time where
it was sufficient for policymakers
and experts to simply determine
singlehandedly what is best for
those they serve. A commitment
to consultation along with an
appreciation and comprehension
of changing work aspirations are
requisite in 2022 to ensure the
Singapore economy continues
to flourish, meets the aspirations
of the population, and can renew
itself in readiness for the future. The
narrative that surrounds the work
undertaken by delivery riders is in
many ways a window into wider
changes happening throughout our
society as a result of digitalisation,
the pandemic, and shifting social
attitudes. As such, we need to be
attuned to the decisions we make
going ahead.
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Professional
Growth Desired
Riders are neither
ambivalent nor resigned to
any notion of professional
stagnation, and are keen
to upskill.

Greater Voice
Riders want to have
more say in how the
sector should evolve.
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Rider perspectives
are both valuable
and insightful with
respect to changes
to the modern
working environment
that are emerging
around the world.
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Introduction
The online food
delivery platform
segment in
Southeast Asia

91%

YOY growth
in 2019

183%
YOY growth
in 2020

The pandemic has caused a seismic
change to our daily behaviours,
from ordering food online to relying
on doorstep delivery of groceries.
The online food delivery platform
segment in Southeast Asia alone
experienced a 91% year-on-year
(YOY) growth in 2019 and an even
more extraordinary 183% YOY
growth in 20201, in the first year
of the COVID-19 pandemic.
Gross merchandise value, or the
dollar value generated plus cost of
delivery, in Southeast Asia is now
worth nearly US$12 billion and it
is expected that this will continue
to grow at a compounded annual
growth rate of more than 10%
and possibly, closer to 20%2 in the
coming years.
The speed of this shift has caught
many by surprised and impacted
not only entire business sectors,
but also the way most of us as
consumers now choose to buy
and use goods and services.

The Concept of Work
is Changing
The gig economy is not a new
phenomenon. Temporary staffing

businesses and subcontracting
were early incarnations of the
gig economy3. Even today, many
industries such as commercial
fishing, mining, cleaning, and
creative still embrace a gig economy
model with workers taking up shortterm, contractual gigs as their main
mode of employment.
The modern gig economy truly
began with the proliferation of
computer technologies and the
internet. Smart devices have
changed consumer behaviours
and preferences, creating novel
opportunities for new economic
structures to take shape. Technology
has also allowed the development
of platforms and digital workspaces
that help facilitate the economic
activities of gigs4. Platforms are
heavily intertwined with the modern
gig economy, which is why people
use the terms gig and platform
economies interchangeably.
The appeal of gig work to many is
flexibility. Since gig work is shortterm and piecemeal in nature,
would-be employees naturally enjoy
time and space flexibilities, i.e., gig
workers can plan out their workday
and where they would be working
on the day. Such flexibilities also

1 https://thelowdown.momentum.asia/food-delivery-in-south-east-asia-almost-tripled-in-2020-accelerated-by-covid-19/
2 https://www.temasek.com.sg/en/news-and-resources/news-room/news/2021/e-conomy-sea-report-2021
3 Stanford, J. (2017). The resurgence of gig work: Historical and theoretical perspectives. The Economic and Labour Relations Review, 28(3), 382–401. https://doi.
org/10.1177/1035304617724303
4 Absalyamova, S., & Absalyamov, T. (2015). Remote Employment as a Form of Labor Mobility of Today’s Youth. Mediterranean Journal Of Social Sciences, 6(1 S3), 227. Retrieved from https://
www.mcser.org/journal/index.php/mjss/article/view/5705
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provide employment opportunities
to those otherwise struggling to find
employment in traditional working
environments such as people
with disabilities, those with certain
health conditions, and others with
extenuating circumstances.
The allure of hybrid employment
became even more evident during
the initial COVID-19 waves in 2020
and 2021. The number of “ownaccount” employees, i.e., freelancers
and gig employees, rose to
228,2005 in 2020 or 9.73% of total
residents in Singapore’s labour
force6, up from 223,500 or 8.4%
in 2017 according to the Ministry
of Manpower. These numbers will
likely increase in the coming years
as the wider Singapore economy
embraces the hybrid employment
model in other areas.
Overall, the number of active riders
amongst the three biggest food
delivery platforms in Singapore
is just shy of 50,000. During the
COVID-19 movement restriction
periods, the number of active riders
reached as high as nearly 80,000
but this is expected to stabilise
around 50,000 during normal times.

The appeal of the gig economy
and the increasing number of
gig workers has, not surprisingly,
attracted greater scrutiny of its
wider impact on traditional ideas
surrounding work as well as on our
social fabric. Globally, questions
about gig workers such as whether
they should be classified as full-time
workers and be privy to minimum
compensation and employment
benefits have left policymakers,
academics, and media
commentators grappling for
answers and policy responses.
Policy responses to date have
generally been crafted based on
traditional employment norms,
not always leading to the intended
benefits. The Spanish Rider’s Law,
for example, was meant to provide
employment benefits for Spainbased food delivery riders resulted
in Deliveroo ending operations in
the country7. 3,000 riders lost their
jobs with this departure. Glovo,
the largest delivery platform in
Spain, hired only 2,000 out of the
approximately 12,000 food delivery
riders under them.

5 https://www.businesstimes.com.sg/Government-economy/more-own-account-workers-in-2021-even-as-share-of-self-employed-fell-mom
6 https://stats.mom.gov.sg/Pages/Labour-Force-Summary-Table.aspx
7 https://socialeurope.eu/platforms-put-a-spoke-in-the-wheels-of-spains-riders-law

Flexibility
The appeal of
gig economy

223,500
increased to

228,200
According to the Ministry of
Manpower, the number of
freelancers and gig employees
in Singapore’s labour force
grew from 223,500 in 2017 to
228,200 in 2020.
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3 Priority Areas
Under Review

Perceived Tensions between
Platforms and Gig Workers
While the gig economy is hardly
a monolithic system, it has become
more synonymous with food
delivery riders. Since the gig
economy is still in its relative
infancy and undergoing changes
and adjustments, a disproportionate
amount of public commentary
seems to focus on the equity of
working arrangements between
riders and platforms.

Retirement and
housing adequacy

Closing the gap in
bargaining power

Ensuring adequate
financial protection
in case of work injury
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In response to the rapid growth of
platforms and concerns for delivery
riders, the Singapore Government
recently set up an advisory
committee to look specifically at
the gig economy and the working
conditions of food delivery riders
and private-hire drivers. The
Advisory Committee on Platform
Workers, which met for the first
time in September 2021, decided
to review three priority areas with
respect to these workers.
The three areas understandably
focus on the critical aspects of
public discourse, given the longterm policy implications on
healthcare, home ownership,
retirement, and the sustainable
development of the gig economy.
However, a key question for the
government will likely be – do we
stick with policy based on traditional
work paradigms that some felt have
served and protected traditional
workers well in the past, or choose
to adapt and recognise that the

world has changed and, as such,
policy must evolve with it, taking
into consideration the financial
and commercial impact on the
businesses?
Ultimately, finding the right balance
will be a challenge for all societies
as they reconcile these rapid and
profound changes with what has
worked so far. Every aspect of
society has been overhauled since
the birth of the internet, and it will
require meaningful and wellinformed debates to come up with
solutions that are both enduring
and will serve the interests of the
entire community.
Blackbox has, in the last 12 months,
been looking at a variety of workrelated topics that have emerged
during the pandemic including
mental health, retirement, workplace
diversity, and workforce retention.
Adding to this, Blackbox surveyed
delivery riders in Singapore to
look more closely at the day-today workings of the gig economy
and to better understand worker
perspectives. By doing, this we
hope to provide another angle on
the issues currently debated and
considered by the government
and the wider community.
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Blackbox Study of
Singapore Delivery Riders
Although there has been a small
number of anecdotal reports in the
Singapore media on how delivery
riders feel about their work, there
has been no substantive and
representative study examining
this segment of the workforce, at
least not one that has been released
to the public.
More significantly, while the views
of government officials, academics,
and the platform companies are

often reported on, the delivery rider
perspective has been considerably
underrepresented, with little more
than a few sporadic quotes shared
in the media.
Given this, Blackbox surveyed
175 Singapore food delivery
riders working across the three
key platforms – Deliveroo,
foodpanda and Grab – to
understand their relationship
with their work, their psyche,

and their views on key policy
topics surrounding gig work.
Additionally, Blackbox conducted
two focus groups with 16 riders
so they could discuss their
perspectives in more detail - why
they chose this work as well as
their experiences and feelings
about what they do.
Our study was conducted between
September and October 2021.

Profile of Respondents
Our survey featured a wide
range of respondents of
various profiles, which
reflects the diversity of food
delivery riders. The sample
of respondents in this study
is not necessarily statistically
representative of the broader
population of delivery riders
but rather aims to encapsulate
the heterogeneity of food
delivery riders. Nonetheless,
we believe there is sufficient
diversity of respondents here
for the study to provide useful
insights across the spectrum
of delivery riders.
Our respondents were:

85%
male

15%
female

They span a relatively mixed age range:

33%
29%
27%
10%

Under Age 30
Ages 30-39
Ages 40-49
Age 50 & Above

All respondents were Singapore Citizens or Permanent Residents.

Riders under the age of 40 tend to have undergone
more education than older riders, although only
one in 10 delivery riders in their 30s possesses a
university degree.
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While many riders do currently rely on food deliveries as a primary source of
income, we also found that:

30%

13%

8%

Of respondents
indicate that food
delivery ridership
is secondary and a
supplement to their
non-delivery job

Of respondents are
actively seeking a
full-time job, and do
not derive their main
income from doing
food deliveries

Of respondents are
students and are
only doing food
deliveries as a
side gig

In our survey, household income was relied on instead of personal income as
our experience with freelancers has been that they tend to under-report their
personal incomes. Household incomes provide a more accurate reflection of
respondents’ socio-economic standing.

15%
Of surveyed riders
reported household
incomes of
<S$2,000/month,
and riders in this
group are much less
likely to rely solely
on platforms as their
only income source

40%
40% of riders claim
to have household
income of ≥S$5,000/
month, and a majority
of those earning above
this amount rely on
gig work as their sole
means of income

41%
Our respondents
were an even mix
in terms of service
duration, with 41%
indicating that they
have been working
as a rider for ≥2 years

Similarly, while many surveyed riders work with more than one platform,
rider share and preference are evenly distributed across platforms, with
a third of riders respectively identifying Deliveroo, foodpanda and
GrabFood as their preferred partner.
We also conducted two focus groups, consisting of eight respondents
per group with a mixed representation across platforms, gender, age,
and ethnicity.
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Part 1: Understanding
Riders’ Experiences and
Motivations
The first step of our study was to
better understand food delivery
riders’ relationship with their work,
including their view of their vocation,
and their motivations for doing it.
The diversity amongst respondents
also gave us an opportunity to paint
a more accurate picture of food
delivery riders and avoid the
common stereotypes often reflected
in the media. Here are some of the
findings from our study...

Many riders choose this work for its autonomy
and control, which are key to their high levels of
job satisfaction and sense of financial well-being.
Finding #1
International studies on gig workers
typically cite the freedom that gig
work offers as a key motivator, and
riders everywhere appear to value
the flexibility provided.
We recorded similar sentiments in

Singapore. For many local riders,
it is primarily about being in charge,
being in control, working to their
own schedule, and not being tied
down. This desire for autonomy is
both strong and consistent across
rider segments.
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No strings attached, I can choose
when or when not to work.
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I used to work in the F&B sector before,
and I had to commit to fixed-work schedules
including weekends. Now this work allows me
to spend time with my family during weekends.

I can choose when to make
appointments, go shopping
— with no restrictions.

We can choose the shift we want, also
can work and relax whenever we want,
we set our own target. We would need
to apply for leave if working full time.

I am my own boss and only
accountable to myself.
I can start work anytime and
exercise in the morning before work.
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Table 1: The appeal of being a delivery rider

99% agree (37% strongly agree)
Capacity to earn extra money when needed

96% agree (40% strongly agree)
Extra financial support for my family

99% agree (51% strongly agree)
Flexibility to manage time and schedule

‘‘
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Time is money, and
we can choose to maximise
our working hours and
earn more money.

99%
51%
96
%
40
%

99
%
37
%

Financial remuneration is generally
not the sole factor in determining
if people will take up any job. For
example, employees in lower-skilled
roles typically express little (likely no)
job autonomy or job satisfaction, as
usually, they cannot exert control
over their work. Such lower-skilled
employees are likely to be under
some form of direct supervisory
management. Studies often show
that direct supervision, coupled
with impersonal systems such as
bureaucracy, can erode employee
dignity over time8.

As illustrated in Table 1 above,
surveyed riders clearly value the
job autonomy and flexibility gig
work provides. For them, gig work
offers a viable alternative to other,
less-than-attractive (and sometimes
exploitative) low-skilled work.
The control that riders have also
means they can adjust their working
hours based on their financial targets.
They are directly rewarded for putting
in more hours, and earn extra income
whenever the need arises.

8 Crowley, M. (2012). Control and Dignity in Professional, Manual and Service-Sector Employment. Organization Studies,
33(10), 1383–1406 https://doi.org/10.1177/0170840612453529

If you work hard enough,
there is always money
out there. The harder
you work, the more
you earn.

Yes, I can work harder and
choose to work at the
peak period if I need
extra money that week.

It is an adventurous job; it
allows me to use my free
time in a more meaningful
way – I can earn more money
and provide more financial
support to my family.
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Table 2: Food delivery riders
indicate high levels of job and
financial security
88%
Say riding offers job security
88%
Say riding offers financial security
Table 2 further illustrates that food
delivery riders report a high level
of job and financial security. This is
a notable finding because gig work,
regardless of industry, is often
described as precarious for not
offering the same employment
guarantees as traditional work.

However, the autonomy and control
gig workers (including riders) enjoy
allows them to create a sense of
financial security as they can set their
working hours based on financial
targets. This contrasts with other lowwaged roles with little income security
that many respondents had previously
taken up. For many, being a food
delivery rider is akin to having more
control over their working life, worklife balance, etc.
Unsurprisingly, riders have shown an
astute understanding of the labour
market and made the conscious,
economic decision to take up gig
work for the financial security that
suits them relative to alternative
arrangements available.

17

I agree that delivery rider
does not provide security,
but full-time employed jobs
cannot provide 100%
job and financial security
under this climate (either).
Particularly in the context of the
COVID-19 related economic
contraction, some have taken on gig
work during a period of transition,
as a quick and easy way to make
money temporarily, while others have
adopted it as a side hustle to buttress
their income in times of need.

Public Misconceptions:
Riders often feel misrepresented by the public
and the media highlighting the need for better
engagement between riders and the government.
Finding #2
Poignantly, our study found that
delivery riders believe that public
perceptions of what they do and the
conditions they work under are often
mischaracterised, as shown in Table 3.
Notably, financial insecurity or
working conditions did not feature
in the list of key challenges felt by
delivery riders.
In fact, surveyed riders feel their work
is stigmatised by the public and the
lack of appreciation is what they often

find most challenging.
Many feel that food delivery work
is often stereotyped as low-skilled,
performed by uneducated
individuals who are forced into
food delivery work because they
have no other alternatives. Survey
respondents mentioned that there
are skills necessary to become a rider.
Riders also shared anecdotes where
they feel targeted by authorities.

Table 3: Main challenges of
gig work
93%
Say that the stress and challenges of
their work is underestimated
78%
Say they need to possess certain skills
75%
Say their work is often misunderstood

18
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You need to have some skills as a
delivery rider, e.g., riding a bike,
knowing how to read GPS.

Sometimes I feel like the
odd one when wearing the
delivery uniform; (it) feels
like people are looking down
on me.

Some people think (being a) delivery rider is not
a real job; anyone can join and they don’t see
the challenges behind the scene, e.g., riders
need to get through a tough job interview.

Lots of people think delivery riders are
‘rotten eggs’ as if a majority are the
ones (who) cannot make it in life, with
low education and (being) low-skilled.

I feel like delivery riders are being stepped on
by the government too. For example, the officers
always go after us and issue summons.
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The sentiments felt by riders are
not altogether unfounded. News
articles featuring food delivery riders
commonly cite their purported
individual (often financial) difficulties,
the ease of becoming a rider, and
accidents, with the latter leading to
the ban on personal mobility devices
(PMDs) on most pedestrian paths in
April 2020. Referred to by many food
delivery riders as “The Ban”, the policy
was perceived by many food delivery
riders as an attack on them since
PMDs are integral to food delivery
work. Many riders also felt that the
ban had taken away their freedom.
In addition, government programmes
intended to support riders appear
to have had limited effectiveness.
Unprompted, only 17% of surveyed
riders claim they are aware of any
government grants and schemes
available to delivery riders and
even when prompted with the
names of these programmes, only
the Self-Employed Person Income
Relief Scheme had any real name
recognition, and this was only 23%.
Clearly, government
communications have not been
as effective as they could be in
reaching delivery workers. In
addition, those riders with some
awareness of such programmes

indicated that the application
processes for such programmes
can be overly complex/onerous,
deterring take-up.
More notably, only one in 20 (5%)
respondents claim to have been
approached to date to share
their opinions on future policy
formulation relating to gig work.
Future attempts by policymakers to
connect with riders should clearly
demonstrate the benefits of such
engagements. It is vital that food
delivery riders are involved in the
co-creation of policies, grants,
and schemes that are geared
towards them. This will aid in the
effectiveness, impact, and take-up
of such policies and programmes.
These findings on riders’
experiences and motivations
highlight the importance of
understanding riders’ perspectives
instead of relying on stereotypes
such as them being of low income,
being “stuck” as a food delivery
rider, and having no way to leave the
industry. Indeed, our study found a
distinct sense of agency across the
various profiles of riders who use
the unique characteristics of gig
work to achieve their goals.

19

17%
Riders claim they are aware
of any government grants
and schemes available
for delivery drivers.

1in 20
Riders claim to have been
approached to date to share
their opinions on future policy
formulation as it might
relate to gig work.

20
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Part 2: Exploring Riders’
Perspectives on Key Policy
Issues for the Gig Economy
The insights provided in Part 1 of the
white paper shed some light on the
characteristics of delivery riders and
how they feel about what they do.
In Part 2, we look more closely at
some of the specific issues and
provide more information on what
rider perspectives are on some of
the key policy issues that occupy
much of the discussion surrounding
the gig economy.

Protection: Most riders already enjoy
insurance coverage.
Key Policy Issue #1
Top of riders’ list of desired benefits
is personal accident insurance,
which is crucial for work of this
nature, and to address the inherent
risk of spending long periods of

time on the road. The three major
food delivery platforms have already
provided some measure of personal
accident insurance to all riders free
of charge.

Inside The Singapore Gig Economy | Blackbox Research
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‘‘

Nonetheless, nearly three in four
riders (74%) we surveyed said
they have their own personal
accident insurance medical plan.
And amongst those who do not,
two in three (65%) said they
would want to have insurance
offered by the delivery platforms.

In line with riders’ desire to choose
the preferred insurance, platforms
have partnered with insurance
companies to offer a variety of
optional insurance products, which
riders can purchase in addition to
the insurance already provided by
the platform, as shown in Table 4.

Regardless, riders preferred to
be able to choose their level of
insurance, reflecting once again a
desire for agency/control:

Table 4: Examples of insurance products provided to riders by platforms

I feel like we should
have options to choose
our preferred insurance.

… [T]he government
should not impose this
as most of us have our
own accident insurance
already, especially (if) the
result may affect
our income.

9 https://riders.deliveroo.com.sg/en/your-free-rider-insurance
10 https://pandariders.sg/insurance/
11 https://www.grab.com/sg/insurance/personal-accident/

Deliveroo9
•

Covers all riders including cyclists, scooters, cars, and walkers
when working

•

Accidental Death / Permanent Disablement (US$45,000)

•

Temporary Total Disablement for Registered Riders (US$500/week
or US$70/day)

•

Temporary Total Disablement for new riders and authorised
substitutes (US$250/week or US$35/day)

•

Medical expenses reimbursement (US$10,000)
foodpanda10

•

Covers all riders for Accidental Death (One-time
payment of S$30,000)

•

Accidental Medical Expenses (Up to S$1,000/accident)

•

Daily Hospital Cash (Up to S$50/day for 14 days)

•

Permanent Total/Partial Disablement (Up to S$30,000)
Grab11

•

Group Personal Accident insurance for all Private-Hire (PHV)
rides, driver-partners, and delivery-partners with Accidental
Death/Permanent Disablement (US$20,000)

•

Medical expenses reimbursement (US$1,000)

‘‘
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Upskilling and career development
are important to riders.
Key Policy Issue #2

Overall, many if not all riders express
some degree of professional
aspiration – whether they view riding
as a transitional arrangement, a parttime job opportunity, or a means to
an end while they look to develop
their wider work skills.
Their work as food delivery riders
may, in fact, enable further career
growth. 82% of the riders surveyed
say their work offers sufficient
opportunities for career growth.
This applies for both younger riders
who are often still studying and for
older riders, many of whom are also
studying, doing courses, and even
running their own small businesses
on the side. It is precisely the
flexibility that food delivery ridership
provides that allows them to further
their education and career goals,
while earning an income.

I cannot commit to full-time work
as I need to study.
Yes, I started this work
when I was studying.
This allows me to manage
my study and work
more easily at the same time,
while other part-time jobs
may be fixed night shifts.

I was working full time
before and I had no time
for my side business.
But now I can manage
my own time and I have
time for a small business.
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Of the surveyed riders keen to
upskill, 46% believe it will help
them to secure a better job in the
future, and 44% said it would help
them to improve their adaptability
to work in other industries.
However, many riders we spoke to
have doubts or weigh up the costs
should the government make it
compulsory for the major delivery
platforms - Deliveroo, foodpanda,
and Grab - to provide riders with
access to learning resources to
develop new skills.
Opportunities to upskill are already
available to those who want it
and there is a fear that a forced
top-down approach might lead to
them potentially losing the benefits
they currently enjoy, particularly if
additional costs are imposed on
delivery platforms.

‘‘

More than half of all riders (56%)
we surveyed are keen to upskill to
pursue more secure work down the
road or to improve their adaptability
in the job market. This could include
access to seminars, online courses,
webinars, and degree programmes.
Only 7% of respondents indicated
no interest in upskilling while the rest
were neutral.
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It seems the government
wants less riders on the road
by pushing us to upskill
and look for a 9-5 job.
If this means less income
for us, then I think the
government should be
responsible for this instead
of the platform companies
– as they are the one
who wants to implement
this idea.

I think (the) government
should pay for it instead
of the platform companies.
If the government wants
to step in and take control
over the gig economy,
then they should pay
for it and not enforce
this idea.
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‘‘

Critically, surveyed respondents
who are less interested in upskilling
questioned the purpose of upskilling
in the first place – 17% of this
group felt that upskilling might
not necessarily result in any career
growth or advancement.
This possibly reflects less a lack of
aspiration but more a pragmatic
approach to attaining one’s career
goals and financial security:

(If) upskilling does not
guarantee job replacement,
then what’s the purpose?

Our findings suggest that while
there is little evidence to suggest a
lack of aspiration amongst riders,
many feel their careers and future
work plans are choices that should
lie with them and not be imposed,
particularly if it could lead to a shortterm loss of income.

Table 5: Examples of upskilling opportunities provided to riders

For riders who wish to upskill, the
three food delivery platforms have
taken steps to support them by
providing opportunities through
GrabAcademy12, foodpanda’s
partnership with e-learning platform
Gnowbe and Temasek Polytechnic13
as well as Deliveroo’s partnership
with Adept Academy and
OpenClassrooms14. Courses
provided include defensive riding,
personal development, and skill sets
to pivot away from food delivery
work if riders choose to do so.

12 https://www.grab.com/sg/driver/academy/transport-grabacademy/
13 https://pandariders.sg/uncategorized/interactive-rider-courses/
14 https://sg.deliveroo.news/news/deliveroo-upskill.html

Deliveroo
•

Various courses including Web Development and
Digital Marketing

•

Riders can also use SkillsFuture credits for their courses
foodpanda

•

Variety of micro-learning courses including a graduation
certificate from Temasek Polytechnic and foodpanda on
Customer Service

•

Two free courses as part of onboarding process
Grab

•

Various courses including Mental Wellness, Financial Literacy,
Lifestyle Ageing and Well-being, and Cryptocurrency
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CPF is problematic
for many delivery riders.
Key Policy Issue #3

Delivery riders are generally
unenthusiastic about contributing
to CPF. Currently, self-employed
individuals who earn an annual net
trade income of S$6,000 or more
are required to contribute to their
MediSave Account. In practice,
many food delivery riders forgo
the MediSave contributions or CPF
in general, with only 55% saying
they are contributing to their CPF
MediSave account.
Among the remaining 45% who are
not contributing, only 22% said they
would be compelled to do so if the
government made it compulsory.
The main reasons cited for this
lack of interest were:
64%
Not having a fixed income
every month
46%
Will not have as much savings that
they are able to directly manage
33%
Disposable income would be
reduced significantly
The CPF question is one that strikes
directly at the heart of financial
security in more ways than one. On
the one hand, the government’s
concerns are that lack of CPF
contribution by gig workers would
result in lack of financial security
to afford housing, for retirement,
and in times of illness. On the other
hand, riders are concerned that CPF
contributions would result in loss of
financial security through decreased

disposable income and savings.
Riders’ general reluctance to make
CPF contributions, once again,
reflects their desire for control (of
their own financial assets), to chart
their own path towards achieving
financial security.
Furthermore, there is also the
question of how compulsory
contribution might work in practice.
CPF was originally conceived and
designed with traditional employees
in mind, i.e., people with regular
monthly salaries, not gig workers.
Already, there are implementation
issues with existing non-traditional
employees such as self-employed
individuals. They are more likely to
under-declare earnings currently
and delivery riders are likely to be
no different. Additionally, it will
be difficult to implement accurate
employee contributions in line
with government regulations since
monthly incomes are variable.
Caution should therefore be
taken when implementing any
CPF contributions on food
delivery riders. Attempts to force
gig work to be more akin to
traditional employment to aid in
CPF implementation will certainly
encounter resistance from gig
workers, including food delivery
riders. Such efforts will likely
eliminate many of the benefits gig
employment now offers and incur
a heavy opportunity cost to existing
gig workers. In turn, this has the
potential to impact growth and
further innovation in the sector.

Loss of
Financial
Security
Delivery riders’
biggest worry about
CPF contributions
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Need for unionisation is neither
established nor understood.
Key Policy Issue #4
Another subject that is being
debated is whether delivery riders
would benefit from some form
of collective representation. This
debate mirrors developments
globally, with mixed views on
whether collective representation
would indeed benefit riders15. Most
of the time, the debate centres
on whether delivery riders should
be classified as employees or
independent contractors, or even
something else entirely.
Fundamentally, would a
reclassification of platform workers
be counterproductive and result
in worker shortages in the gig
economy? Already, delivery riders
across the world recognise this as
a possible impact, and therefore
appear resistant to being classified
as full-time employees.
A mix of approaches has been
adopted so far. In countries like
Spain and Italy, more traditional,

union-style arrangements have
been adopted, whereas countries
like the US have experienced some
resistance, as reflected in
California’s Proposition 22. As seen
in Spain and Italy, unionisation has
led to undesirable outcomes such
as platforms exiting the market
and leaving gig workers
unemployed overnight.
The most successful example of
a union involving gig workers is
the Independent Driver’s Guild
in New York. Uber has formally
recognised the union, a first for the
gig economy. The Independent
Drivers Guild, which claims an
estimated 35,000 members in
New York City, will give all current
and future Uber drivers there a
regular forum to discuss workplace
issues, offer benefits such as
discounted legal services, roadside
assistance, and life insurance, and
provide an avenue to air grievances
or appeal deactivation. The union

15 https://www.wsj.com/articles/unions-seek-to-liberate-gig-workers-from-flexibility-11599246887, 4 September 2020
16 https://hbr.org/2021/09/a-labor-movement-for-the-platform-economy, 24 September, 2021

does not perform collective
bargaining activities, seen as a
compromise between Uber and
union lobbyists.
Elsewhere, more innovative
solutions are being explored. For
example, various decentralised
collective action (DCA) models16
are emerging, particularly in online
spaces. These DCA models may not
necessarily perform the collective
bargaining activities of unions
but are able to do other things.
Unions provide other benefits
such as information transfers to its
members, channels to assist and
raise awareness of issues within
the community. For years, the arts
scene in Singapore used informal
messaging channels to inform
members of potential gigs, pricing
strategies, and even difficult clients
to avoid. Food delivery riders also
have similar channels on WhatsApp
and Telegram messaging apps.
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In Singapore, the National Delivery
Champions Association (NDCA)
set up by NTUC in late 2020
represents an attempt at collective
representation for food delivery
riders. The NDCA states that it
represents freelancers whose
‘main source of income is from
food delivery or package delivery’.
NDCA is not a union, with the major
difference between unions and
professional associations being
that unions focus on relations with
the employer, while professional
associations cater to individual
needs. The association (which
costs S$117 per annum to join)
currently provides:
Access to the NTUC Care
Fund (for COVID-19)
Access to the NTUC
Union Training Assistance
Programme (UTAP), which
provides S$250 in annual
training subsidies
Insurance coverage
against death and total
and permanent disability
(NTUC Gift)
Various merchant deals
and discounts for riders
Since the creation of the NDCA last
year, there have been further calls
for riders to become fully unionised.
In his National Day Rally address on
August 29, 2021, Prime Minister Lee
Hsien Loong said that delivery riders
“lack the basic job protection” that
employees enjoy because they have
no employment contracts with the
online platforms they work for. The
Government’s Advisory Committee
intends to look at the question of
unionisation as part of its review
into the sector’s ‘bargaining power’.
Though it remains unanswered
how unions can address the
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purported bargaining power issue
without leading to outcomes seen
in European countries.
To date, NDCA has less than a
thousand members and has gained
little traction among most riders.
Unions are a function of a traditional
employment model, and its formality
does not gel well with the flexible
nature of gig work, hence the
popularity of informal DCAs among
gig workers. Additionally, many of
the benefits (insurance, training
subsidies, and information) are
already being offered by delivery
platforms or DCA models.
The idea of unionisation does not
appear to be an especially strong
issue for delivery riders now. In the
survey, respondents were informed
about the roles of unions in
Singapore, which is...
To promote good
industrial relations
between workers and
employers
To improve the working
conditions, as well as
the economic and social
status of workers
To increase productivity for
the benefit of workmen,
employers, and the
economy of Singapore
The distinction between unions and
associations (e.g., NDCA) was not
explained to riders and riders often
refer to NDCA (an association) and
unions interchangeably. Despite that,
only 44% of respondents said they
would consider joining a union (or
association), if it could represent the
member’s benefits, be a channel for
assistance, and a channel dedicated
to delivery riders. However, these
are already taken up in DCAs and
platform companies in Singapore.

‘‘
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For example, one of the key
challenges riders typically face is
that interaction with and feedback
to platforms on customer service
issues are not always handled
smoothly and this can sometimes
lead to frustration, especially if a
delivery rider must contend with a
disgruntled customer.

These groups of riders expressed
three key reservations:
52%
They don’t want the responsibility of
joining a union
31%
Not sure how a union could
help them
30%
Don’t want to pay a union/
subscription fee

It is sometimes hard to
get (through) to
customer service and
report the problems,
e.g., long waiting time
at the restaurant,
missing food item, etc.

Our focus group interviews with
riders reinforced these findings
further – riders were unclear as to
what benefits might be offered by
a union, were opposed to anything
that might compromise their
flexibility, and questioned what key
issues currently exist that might
necessitate or offer advantages
because of union representation.
And, of course, there is the cost of
union membership.

Sometimes, I receive
no feedback from
customer service
if there are order
problems. Then I have to
explain to customers.

Overall, current questions of
collective rider representation and
unionisation in Singapore appears
premised, at least partly, on the
belief that delivery riders here
are underpaid, exploited, or lack
sufficient protection that traditional
employees arguably have access to.

It is doubtful whether unions would
be the most appropriate mechanism
to deal with operational issues such
as customer service matters, given
that these are largely dealt with
in real time rather than through
an arbitration process. On this
front, a strengthening of platform
companies’ existing communication
channels with riders would likely be
most effective.
Of the remainder - 37% were neutral
towards unionisation, while 19% said
they would not consider joining a
union at all.

However, our survey findings do
not offer any real support for any of
these presumptions.
Instead, our findings indicate that
riders are pragmatic and choose
gig work for both the tangible and
intangible benefits it provides. They
are undoubtedly keen to ensure
they have access to essential work
protections, and many aspire to
bigger and better things. Most
riders are not in a situation where
they need assistance. Most appear
comfortable with the trade-offs
they currently choose to make by
being a delivery rider and do not
display either anguish or regret
about these choices.

I am not sure why
we need to join the union
– as I don’t know how
useful it is or how
I can really benefit
from joining it.

You can voice out
in the union, but
no use if the
government agency
is not making
any changes.
What are the big
delivery rider issues that
need union to step in?
I am lukewarm
about this. Being a
union member does not
guarantee that I will get
what I want.

It is one more
additional thing to pay.

If you don’t have
a big issue, you may get
nothing from the union.
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Key Learnings
from this Study
The most revealing aspect of our
study is the high levels of job
satisfaction and financial security
Singapore delivery riders derive
from their work, which stems from
the autonomy and control they
enjoy. This sense of autonomy
and control, which are defining
features of the gig economy in
general, including that of food
delivery, are central to why riders
choose to take up such work.
Although the sentiment is not
necessarily universal, it does seem
to be commonly felt across age

and income levels. These findings
reinforce findings from other
international studies, which reveal
flexibility to be the key factor
underpinning the appeal of this
type of work.
We should also recognise the
agency that riders have in making
their own economic choice to enter
and stay in the gig economy. It is
vital that discussion and debate
from hereon is no longer shaped by
the kind of stereotyping that is too
often seen in relation to this topic.

Autonomy
& Control
Defining features
of the gig economy
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Verbatim feedback from riders
interviewed clearly reveals a
constituency that is neither ignorant
nor one that feels victimised by the
delivery platforms they choose to
partner with.
Although provocations and issues
have arisen in other countries that
have led to rider dissatisfaction, we
did not pick up any real sense of
major grievances amongst riders in
Singapore, over and above day-today operational frustrations.
Notably, riders exhibit greater
anxiety and dismay about how
they are sometimes portrayed in
the public sphere. In addition,
riders felt “targeted” by the
authorities through punitive actions
taken by the authorities, while
government programmes and
policies intended to support riders
have gained little traction with them
and had limited effectiveness.
All this points to the need to better
understand and acknowledge
riders’ psyche, preferences,
motivations, and goals - including

their desire for autonomy and
control - and shape policies
and programmes in accordance
with that. It is also important that
policy interventions that aid small
segments of gig workers, be it
public policy or corporate actions,
do not inadvertently cause harm to
the wider gig worker community.
It should also be noted that the
major platforms have made strides
in providing benefits aligned with
riders’ desires, such as in upskilling
and insurance, driven by the reality
that these actions retain riders and
therefore competitiveness. In all
likelihood, further improvements will
be seen in the food delivery industry
as the market continues to mature
and platforms continue to respond
to the needs of customers and
riders alike.
On CPF contributions, caution
needs to be taken. Riders’
general reluctance to make CPF
contributions is in line with their
desire for control (of their own
financial assets), to chart their own
path towards achieving financial

security. Moreover, there are bigger
policy questions surrounding
the future configuration of CPF,
considering the many changes now
taking place with respect to work
choices and arrangements beyond
the gig economy.
With respect to improving
bargaining power for delivery
riders, our survey indicates
that riders are unsure what
advantages traditional collective
representation could provide
without compromising the benefits
riders feel they currently enjoy.
Unions, associations, and guilds
were designed with traditional
employment in mind, not gig
work. Representation for the
sake of it does not resonate at all.
On the contrary, informal DCAs
may fit better with the flexible
nature of the gig economy and
seem popular among gig workers.
This is consistent with wider social
trends brought about by the
internet and the impact of
social media interaction.
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Conclusions
The gig economy has become a
permanent feature of the global
labour market. Technological
advancements and the unfortunate
COVID-19 pandemic have only further
entrenched gig work as a norm. The
sense of autonomy and control
enjoyed by riders have become key
reasons for employees to embrace
this type of work.
Gig work has also provided a sizable
social impact, granting economic
autonomy to individuals that would
be denied access to labour market
participation due to their disabilities
and other circumstances.
The survey results are, in many ways,
unsurprising. The pandemic has led
many people to rethink the idea of
work entirely – not just those working
as delivery riders. Yet at present, more

focus and attention are being given to
this sub-group. This may simply be a
case of selective priorities, but is it
really justified?
As many people across the world have
adjusted to the confines of work from
home while also trying to juggle day-today home life, families, etc., many have
taken both the time and the opportunity
to reconsider their priorities and longerterm goals. For others, whose jobs were
cut, they were forced to look at other
options available.
But did the pandemic simply accelerate
a set of trends already in train? The
notion of enjoying greater work
flexibility has been taking shape over
the last 20 years, driven by factors
such as technology, evolving attitudes
towards co-parenting as well as wider
economic choices.

Technological disruption at the
current scale also gives voice to every
perspective on the spectrum from tech
utopians to the doom-and-gloomers
who want everything to go back to the
way it was.
However, the current changes we
are seeing with work require us to
both contextualise how they fit into a
broader historical narrative (looking at
what has come before and served us
well) and explore the possibility of
creating updated rules and latest
standards that allow for the degree of
evolution and progress that every new
generation demands.
Reverting to the past rarely results in
improvements and will fail to recreate
circumstances that are usually notional
to begin with.
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The pandemic did not create the
gig economy, but it did serve as a
springboard to its growth, accelerating
trends that were already well underway.
This includes work preferences and the
relationship between workers and those
providing work.
With an increasing number of people
now choosing to work independently,
as freelancers or in hybrid or quasiemployment relationships, the question
arises as to how we want to classify
various working relationships that have
arisen in today’s economy and whether
traditional classifications can retain their
relevance in a modern context.
While retrograde to argue that
anyone engaged in working for
someone else (particularly, if it might
entail physical risk) should not enjoy
adequate compensation, protection,
and adequate/appropriate benefits,
balancing how these are configured
versus newer forms of non-tangible
benefits is more than just a lofty subject
for experts to ponder over.

Our survey of delivery riders in
Singapore reveals it is something
that they themselves consider and
calculate against all the other work
options that are available to them.
For example, the ability to work with
multiple entities at the same time,
the ability to enter and exit work
arrangements with ease, as well as
flexibility in the amount of time and
days worked are all advantages to be
gained from independent work.

Does this mean we should rethink how we define and establish
markers for modern work arrangements, to account for their
different characteristics?
Should we use the past as a guide, or do we need to come up
with new regimes and regulations that are a better fit for today’s
highly varied and increasingly diverse economy?
How can we best determine fair value when tangible and
intangible benefits are being increasingly traded off?

‘‘

In an age of seemingly endless
disruption, these are tough questions
to answer, especially when we are
still uncertain of what lies ahead. Do
those who are looking to represent
and shape the future for delivery
riders comprehend the wider changes
happening to work of all varieties?
As one lawyer recently put it:

Could there be a
worker with the
characteristics of the
self-employed but with
labour guarantees
similar or comparable
to those of an employee?

The solutions
that take shape in
Singapore will be
closely scrutinized
to see what is
applicable and
possibly replicable
in the region.
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Platform companies and governments
are sometimes at odds as to what is
best. The small number of overseas
studies looking at people working in the
gig economy also reveal mixed views
amongst delivery riders.

As with emerging trends in other major
areas of economic opportunity such as
blockchain technology, analytics, data
security, green energy and the like, the
gig economy presents its own unique
set of challenges.

However, most highlight one universal
area of agreement – flexibility as being
something that gig workers of all
persuasions value highly.

However, like these others, its initial
success means that its progress needs
to be carefully managed and curated
to ensure its growth is not choked by
unwise or short-sighted policy decisions.

As a regional business and tech hub
for various sectors, Singapore may
be an important test ground for what
lies ahead. At least within ASEAN,
governments and businesses will keep
a close eye on how Singapore manages
the changes taking place, given that
what happens here first, often jumps
borders soon after.
The solutions that take shape in
Singapore with respect to delivery riders
and the regulation of other types of
freelance work will attract attention and
will be closely scrutinized to see what
is applicable and possibly replicable
elsewhere in the region.

At least for now, that might mean it
is best to adopt a more measured
approach, with some built in ‘wait and
see’, while we continue to learn more
about where this whole new
‘gig economy’ is taking us.
Our first instinct, more often than not,
is to worry about change but at the
same time, who really wants to kill the
goose that laid a golden egg?
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